What I like
Interactivity
Tips & tricks
Good forum for hearing about and discussing work management
techniques

To make it perfect
Give some more pointers to technical methodology readin (books,
blogs, articles)
Participants should get the opportunity to identify the most interesting
techniques they learned from their colleagues
Discuss solutions of the others

It was fun, active
Different view and practices that are actually used in real life
Fun
Good tips & tricks
Simple + great session format
Nice interactive session!
Lively, practical and sensible advice
Teamwork
Sharing ideas about Scrum boards & process
It’s fun! I never really gave the taskboard that much thought

Nice workshop Fun Todo
The interactive nature of the workshop
Good Examples
Ideas
Interactive. Creative

More about other visualizations (as mentioned in the description). E.g.
mindmaps
Laurent was sometimes hard to follow
Try to make the presenter roles seamless blend over

More time
Spend less time talking about things that can be visualized
More experience stories of the different taskboard strategies + pros and
cons
More discussion for the “perfect” scrum board
Link to digital visual tools
Task board is only one example of visual management… Expand!
Exercises forcing more creative thinking
More advanced usages
Needed more content, more ideas than the single one eventually
presented
It was only taskboards. The information made me think that it would be
about more different visual management things

Reflection on “standard” technique
It was like I expected
The feedback from everyone and the personal experience
Hands on
Taskboard inspiration
Moderators introduced topic, then let us find our own way before
showing their ideas as possible solution
Good test of agile understanding + knowledge sharing
Hands on
Very well prepared
Great to start with a quick intro followed by break-out sessions
I liked the “this is how we would do it” at the end of the session
Great with the visual open source pool
Discussion with people who see the use of taskboards differently

Don’t just push your own solution when you get feedback
Invite weird experiments
Missed Kanban info
Take out some more time for Q&A
Give time to let presenters communicate the feedback
Introduction was a bit lengthy and could have provided more of the
science behind it for the time spent
Provide measurable acceptance criteria for an effective + efficient board
Avoid hard coding time passing scenarios into board exercise
Shorter introduction
This session was a little basic for me – but that is not the presenters’
problem…
More time to discuss

